YOUR INVITATION
to The Inspired Speaker Academy's
Advanced "Industry Excellence Program"

with Danielle Benzon
MASTERY
Voice-Body Instrument - body language, projection, tone
Stage Presence - authority, spacial dynamics, storytelling
Stage Craft - visual aids, sound equipment, venue specs
Authenticity - your speaking style, audience connection
Confidence - techniques to be in control and powerful no matter the situation or
chaos around you

MARKETING
Strategize and execute your plan with the support of the group
Create a professional speaker presence online and offline
Speaker profile, media kit and sizzle reel

MENTORSHIP
Coaching through every stage of the process
Monthly accountability and focus group
Feedback, measurement and coaching on live and recorded events

The program will last approximately 11 months and will
consists of a mix of in-person training, online live trainings
recorded trainings and strategy sessions
An approximate curriculum calendar has been included
with this document. The calendar is a draft and is subject to
approval of the program participants as a group once
commitments have been made.
Additional training may be added on an as needed basis at
no extra cost to the participants.

MY COMMITMENT TO YOU:
I commit to working with you both in a group and in a one on one
setting until you achieve the goals we set out together at the
beginning of the training period, based on the conversations we
have already had.
I commit to checking in with you on a regular basis to ensure we
are on track and to adjust our goals as your speaking and
business goals solidify or change direction.
I commit to tailoring the material to meet your specific, unique
business and speaking goals. Each participant will get individual
attention and coaching that suits their unique needs.
I commit to creating time within the curriculum calendar for "catch
up" sessions so that every participant can have a full experience.

Danielle Benzon

1 Dec 2019

_____________________________________________________

YOUR COMMITMENT TO ME:
I commit to attend any and all live trainiings to the best of my
ability and mindfully rescehduling those that I am unable to
attend.
I commit to letting Danielle know as soon as I know of any
schedule changes or if circumstances prevent me from
attending any training and to working with her to find an
alternative course of action that works for both parties.
I commit to integrating the home practices into my daily life so
that I can experience lasting change.
_____________________________________________________

